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But the signal quality is so good on Kwak that he is encouraged to stream at 3 times the normal rate and Kwak says that while he doesnt think its really a threat to Nagras business, he is nonetheless concerned. Companies from various industries all over the world, including British Telecom, now use Nagras technology.
The way Nagra works is simple. In a typical scenario, an employee at an organization like Nartner gets approval from Nagra to broadcast a service at a certain date and time and via a specific frequency. For Nagra, your job is to encrypt messages and send them to a receiver at the receiving organization, who then

decrypts them. Handles, Robert T. (2020). Benefits of robustness in the public interest. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Virginia, Charlottesville. In this paper, he mentions the role of Nagra in infringing on cable companies like ATT. As a result of those negotiations, it is alleged that Nagra agreed to pay
Viewtech up to five million dollars to arrange for Nagra to be smuggled to the United States by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), which was tasked with obtaining the device without a court order. Ensher, Todd E.; Corder, Kathleen; Suen, John; Chiao, Alexander J.T. (2020). Surveillance, privacy, and political

accountability in the age of the Nagra. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Massachusetts, Amherst. The 30-year-old Kwak is one of four people currently serving prison time for allegedly hacking the nagra devices. All are still being held in California as the U.S. authorities pursue a separate criminal case
against them in California.
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